
Change agents believe clean clothes impacts our

community. Do you? 

 

 Clean clothes
makes me feel...
 

$500 includes a 18" bubble with a company logo, clean
clothes make me feel statement, invitation to VIP night
$250  includes a 16" bubble with a company logo,
invitation to VIP night
$100 includes a 12" bubble with the company name,
invitation to VIP night

www.socialspinlaundromat.com  Learn more 

Sponsorships

FRESH 
 
SO CLEAN 
 
DELICATE

SPONSOR A BUBBLE TODAY!

 

All bubbles will be part of an art installation for Social Spin Laundromat's new location in Mesa.

1255 E. Southern Ave., Ste. 1, Mesa, AZ 85207

Interested please contact: Christy@socialspinlaundromat.com

Wall Sponsorship 

$2,500 

Grand opening statement, wall plaque about your organization, team designed

bubble, and Quarterly product knowledge for SS clients    

 



Social Spin Laundromat is an Arizona-based, Benefit Corporation

leveraging laundromats to create healthy, employed

communities.

 

Our Values:

Connecting Communities

Providing Fresh Starts

 

Integrity – We are built on a foundation of strong moral principles. Our

business model and conscious capitalism drive our “pay it forward”

practices.

 

Transformation – We create human-centered spaces that transform

neighborhoods and the laundromat industry.

 

Learning Spirit – We curate diverse learning opportunities for our team

members, customers and communities we serve.

 

Dignity – We provide welcoming, bubbly hospitality because everyone is

worthy of honor and respect.

 

When you support Social Spin, you support our community:

 

• You contribute to the creation of vibrant social hubs that celebrate arts,

culture and community

• You teach opportunity and at-risk youth and adults with disabilities

employable skills and build their confidence
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Community

Focused

All bubbles will be part of an art installation for Social Spin Laundromat's new location in Mesa.

1255 E. Southern Ave., Ste. 1, Mesa, AZ 85207

Interested please contact: Christy@socialspinlaundromat.com



Wednesday’s

Free Laundry every Wednesday’s from 9 am - noon at the Central laundromat. 

 

July 18th: 

Interviews with social work students for internship placements at Social Spin. 

 

June 22nd

The Arizona Republic with Mary Jo Pitzl and azcentral.com covered

#socialspinaz's #workforcedevelopment efforts by interviewing Founder &

Owner Christy Johnson Moore and our very first participant turned permanent

employee Hanan Dema.

 

June 15th

Founder and CEO Christy Moore is 1 out of 19 entrepreneurs accepted into

mentorship in BBVA's Momentum program across the country.

 

June 12th

Founder and CEO Christy Johnson Moore wins the NAWBO Community Award

 

June 4th 

Statement by Founder and CEO Christy Moore

 

In our first year of operation, Social Spin Laundromat's volume has increased by

500%. 500%!!! What an expected win! This volume increase has led to more

authentic conversations in a safe and trusted space, more connections to

neighbors and community services and more revenue to reinvest into our

purpose. 

 

I'm thankful to follow in the footsteps of AZ's pioneer conscious capitalism

leaders, like friends Adam Goodman and Heidi Jannenga. Through their

example, we're bringing joy and dignity to 13,000 people a year while training

and hiring a very special workforce.
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